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Chapter 234 Sleep with Her!

The entire beach was lit up with colorful lights, and even the sea surface was dotted with colorful lights.

The sea breeze and the waves made everything so dreamy.

...

Ceres felt a little dazed. This proposal was unexpected.

Ceres had always regarded Kirs as her brother, and she had never had any other thoughts about him.

Ceres was shocked.

"Marry him!" "Marry him!" "Marry him!"

The colleagues were clapping and shouting.

Ceres looked at the people around her, then at Kirs. Ceres didn't know what to do.

If she temporarily accepted the ring to protect Kirs's honor, what about after?

In the end, Ceres ran away.

Ceres turned and ran towards the villa.

The atmosphere was extremely awkward.

Kirs was still kneeling on one knee.

"It doesn't matter. Mr. Kirs, Miss Ceres must have been surprised!" Lara hurriedly smoothed things over.

"That's right. Mr. Kirs, you've done it too suddenly. Miss Ceres is shy, and she can't handle it at all."

"Mr. Kirs, let Miss Ceres calm down first."

Everyone comforted Kirs at once.

Kirs stood up, the smile on his face still friendly, as if nothing had happened.

"It's all your fault. You made her feel so embarrassed that she had to reject me!" Kirs pretended to be relaxed and complained to

everyone, "Come, who had booed just now, punish yourself three cups!"

After Kirs said that, everyone started singing and dancing again as if nothing had happened just now.

Kirs looked in the direction of the villa, his pupils shrinking.

'Ceres refused again.

'How many times had I proposed?

'How many times had I prepared to propose?' Kirs thought.

Kirs almost forgot about it, but he didn't expect that the result would be the same every time.

"You should sleep with her," the voice on the phone rang in Kirs's mind.

Ceres returned to her room and felt her mind go blank, then felt as if many things were wandering back and forth.

"Ceres, marry me!" "Ceres, marry me!"

"Marry him!" "Marry him!" "Marry him!"

It was as if such a scene had happened before.

Why? Why was it like this?

What was there in her memory that she couldn't remember?

Ceres hugged her head and squatted on the ground like a helpless child. That scene was too familiar. She always felt that she

had experienced it before, but those fragments were so blurry, so blurry...

Was it in a dream?

Ceres didn't know how long she stayed in the room, and the sound on the beach slowly quieted down and then disappeared.

Ceres stood on the balcony and looked over the beach. The bonfire went out, and everyone returned to their rooms.

'I should find Kirs to make things clear with him.' Ceres thought.

Just as Ceres was about to leave, she heard a knock on the door. When Ceres opened the door, she saw Kirs.

When the two met at this time, it looked particularly awkward.

"Kirs," Ceres said.

"What? You rejected my proposal, and now I can't even enter your room?" The smile on Kirs's face was relaxed.

"Of course not. Come in. I didn't mean that." Ceres hurriedly opened the door.

Kirs walked into Ceres's room. The atmosphere between the two of them was extremely awkward.

"Kirs..."

"It doesn't matter. It's all in the past. Ceres, I like you very much. I indeed proposed to you. I know that I scared you by suddenly

proposing to you today. But I hope that you can think about it, okay?"

Looking at Kirs's sincere eyes, Ceres was a little dazed.

Kirs was indeed extremely good to Ceres, so good that she wished Kirs was her biological brother so that they would never be

separated.

However, Ceres had never been in love with Kirs.

Ceres had just opened her mouth when her phone rang at an inopportune time.

"I need to answer the call," Ceres picked up the phone and saw that it was Nyla. Seeing Nyla's name, Ceres suddenly

remembered the picture of Johny and Nyla together in the video.

After thinking about it, Ceres still had to answer the phone, so she went to the balcony, "Hello, Nyla, what's wrong?"

Kirs sent a message, "Action."

"I went on a vacation with the company. I'm on Ceres Island."

Suddenly the lights were all off.

Ceres was so frightened that her hand trembled. Her phone slipped from her hand and fell directly from the balcony!

"Are you alright, Ceres?" Kirs immediately walked to the balcony.

"I'm fine. My phone had fallen," Ceres said, shaking her head.

"It's good that you're fine. I'll send someone to look for your phone. However, had fallen in such a high place, your phone will

probably... It doesn't matter. I'll buy you a new one later."

It was just a mobile phone, and Ceres did not take it to heart, "But why is there a blackout?"

Ceres looked around. It seemed that only her room had a blackout.

"I'll send someone to repair it immediately," Kirs made a call, and soon someone in charge of the maintenance came up.

The repairman replied, "There is a short-circuit in this room. If you want it to be repaired, you have to wait till tomorrow."

"Then what should we do?" Ceres subconsciously looked at Kirs.

"Switch to another room."

However, the staff of the hotel said that other than the Ceres's colleagues' rooms, the other rooms were all being renovated, and

there was no way to stay in.

Ceres found that the other rooms were all full. Only Kirs's room was a suite, with an empty bedroom.

Ceres had no choice but to take her things to Kirs's room.

Kirs first sent someone to deliver a glass of orange juice, "Ceres, drink something first."

Because of the proposal, Ceres and Kirs were still a little embarrassed. Ceres took the orange juice and drank it to ease her

embarrassment.

"Kirs, do you know? I suddenly feel that the clip of your proposal is very familiar as if it had appeared before."

"Is that so? Did you dream about my proposal?" Kirs laughed and poured himself some wine.

"I'm not dreaming. I just want to ask you. There are some things that I can't remember. Can you tell me about it?" Ceres looked

at Kirs tentatively.

Kirs was still selfish. When he erased Ceres's memories, he also erased the memories of his proposal. Kirs wanted to make it

easier for him to propose in the future.

Kirs did not speak but drank the wine in one gulp, "Ceres, I am very unhappy today because you rejected my proposal. I like you

very much."

Ceres looked at Kirs, suddenly feeling a little distressed.

"Can you drink with me?" Kirs asked.

Ceres would not refuse at this time.

The two of them chatted while drinking, and time unknowingly passed.

But just after drinking a glass of wine, Ceres felt a little dizzy, "Kirs, what is this wine? Why..."

Before Ceres could finish speaking, she fell directly onto the bed.

A smile appeared on Kirs's face.
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